
 

 

Immigration 

“Immigration Built A Nation” 
 

Migration of human beings dates back to the prehistoric era. Then, like now, 

people move for the purpose of maintaining their basic needs. The United 

States of America and other former European colonized nations have a unique 

history with migration. The pillage and genocide of the native people were 

commonplace.  The aboriginals were coerced from their land two hundred years 

ago. They carried disease infested blankets in horrific weather conditions under 

the orders of the Jackson Administration. They were mandated to live west of 

the Mississippi River in enclaves; which most still reside to present-day. As a 

result, the thriving spirit of a people has been erased from most textbooks and 

curriculums. And, they account for less than three percent of the populace.  
 

The global Slave Trade from Alkebulan, as the ancient Romans called it 

“Africa,” touched the American shores. Forced laborers from the “Birthplace 

of Humanity” endured the largest mass deportation known on the planet. Forced 

laborers moved more earth than any other group in this hemisphere. Forced 

laborers erected the structures in the nation’s capital and nearly all the capitol 

buildings in this country. Forced laborers were assailed and have toiled here for 

nearly four hundred years. In spite of it all, they rose to the highest office seat 

twice; under President John Hanson during the colonial period and President 

Barack Obama from 2009 to 2017. 
 

Immigrants pick this nation’s food in extreme weather conditions. Immigrants 

monitor and raise our children. Immigrants clean away our waste. Immigrants pave 

our streets and manicure our lawns. Immigrants are cracking the glass ceiling in all 

institutions and bursting through doors of Ivy League colleges and universities. 

Immigrants who are first and second generation are the engine that moves 

American technology and innovation.  Immigrants are contributing to a Social 

Security system which they may never be the recipients. Immigrants have and are 



 

 

pouring into an American dream that defers their dreams. Immigrants are shaking 

off prejudices and barriers. Immigrants are walking and marching in the light. 

Immigrants call attention to inequalities in America when they strike from work 

and use their vote as their voice. Immigrants have transformed this land and they 

will not be silenced. Immigrants have given more than they have taken! Immigrants 

are the quintessential definition of “new Americans,” hardworking and resilient.  

 

For those reasons and many others, something has to be done to address the 

issue of the day, Immigration. If this dilemma continues to go unsolved, America 

will be at a loss. The economy will falter and talent will wane. The Solutions are, 

but not limited to:  
 

Recognize that that those of Hispanic ancestry are the largest growing ethnic 

group in the country 

Expand economic and personal freedom for all immigrants 

Litigiously challenge all divisive and unconstitutional anti-immigration 

ordinances and statutes 

Remove barriers that prevent immigrants from achieving the American dream 

Expand the work visa and study visa programs 

Expand job creation for federal workers to process naturalized citizenship 

applications and end the backlog in five years 

Expedite applications for legal immigrants who are highly skilled 

Implement a “Pay-To-Stay” program so upstanding “new Americans” are 

able to pay taxes and penalty for violating immigration laws 

Create a comprehensive policy for a path to citizenship for nearly twelve million 

“new Americans” 
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